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Grid Middleware Toolkits
Why gLite?
gLite Middleware Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jobs require access to multiple resources
To authenticate with your certificate directly you would have to type a passphrase every time 
Need to automate access to other resources: Authenticate Once
Important for complex applications that need to use Grid resources
Enables easy coordination of varied resources
Enables automation of process
Allows remote processes and resources to act on user’s behalf - also known as delgation
Also you need a way to send you VO details (Groups membership, roles and capabilities) across
In the Grid Security Infrastructure today, 
this is solved by ‘proxy certificates’

A temporary key pair
in a temporary certificate signed by your ‘long term’ private key
valid for a limited time (default: 12 hours)
Delegation = remote creation of a (second level) proxy credential
Agents and brokers act on behalf of users
with a (subset of) their rights
This leads to a push model with proxies
you don’t know beforehand where your task will end up
definition of attribute release policies to these ‘unknown’ entities is virtually impossible
need to support restricted delegation
Allows remote process to authenticate on behalf of the user
Remote process “impersonates” the user
The client can elect to delegate a “limited proxy”
Each service decides whether it will allow authentication with a limited proxy





Grid Middleware Toolkits
Name Held By Sponsors

Globus Toolkit (1998) University of Chicago DoE, EPSRC, NSF

ProActive
 

(2002) Inria
 

Sophia Antipolis INRIA

UNICORE (1997) Juelich
 

Supercomputing 
Centre

German ministry for 
education and 
research

gLite
 

(2004) Europe WLCG,EGEE

Alchemi
 

(2004) Gridbus eWater, The 
University of 
Melbourne, ARC, 
Microsoft
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Department of Energy, Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council 
ProActive is a Java Grid middleware (part of the ObjectWeb/OW2 consortium and developed by INRIA, CNRS and University of Nice Sophia Antipolis, with Open Source code under GPL license) for parallel, distributed and multi-threaded computing.
ProActive provides a comprehensive framework and parallel programming model to simplify the programming and execution of parallel applications: running on multi-core processors, distributed on Local Area Network (LAN), on clusters and data centers, on intranets and Internet Grids.
The ProActive programming model combines the Active Object design pattern with Futures objects.

UNICORE (UNiform Interface to COmputing REsources) is a Grid computing technology that provides seamless, secure, and intuitive access to distributed Grid resources such as supercomputers or cluster systems and information stored in databases. UNICORE was developed in two projects funded by the German ministry for education and research (BMBF). In various European-funded projects UNICORE has evolved to a full-grown and well-tested Grid middleware system over the years. UNICORE is used in daily production at several supercomputer centers world-wide. Beyond this production usage, UNICORE serves as a solid basis in many European and international research projects. The UNICORE technology is open source under BSD licence and available at SourceForge, where new releases are published on a regular basis. 
The architecture of UNICORE consists of three layers, namely user, server, and target system tier. The user tier is represented by the UNICORE Client, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that exploits all services offered by the underlying server tiers. Abstract Job Objects (AJO), the implementation of UNICORE's job model concept, are used to communicate with the server tier. An AJO contains platform and site independent descriptions of computational and data related tasks, resource information, and workflow specifications. The sending and receiving of AJOs and attached files within UNICORE is managed by the UNICORE Protocol Layer (UPL) that is placed on top of the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol. The user of an UNICORE Grid does not need to know how these protocols are implemented, as the UNICORE Client assists the user in creating complex, interdependent jobs. For more experienced users a Command Line Interface (CLI) is also available. Both, the UNICORE Client and CLI, provide the functionalities to create and monitor jobs that can be executed on any UNICORE site (Usite) without requiring any modifications, including data management functions like import, export, or transfer of files from one target system to another. In addition, the UNICORE plugin technology allows the creation of application-specific interfaces inside the UNICORE client.
As the single secure entry point the Gateway controls the access to a Usite by accepting and authenticating all requests for server functionality. The Gateway forwards incoming requests to the underlying Network Job Supervisor (NJS) of a Vsite (UNICORE Virtual site) for further processing. A Vsite identifies a particular set of Grid resources at a Usite and is controlled by a NJS. UNICORE supports different system architectures and gives an organization full control over its resources. Vsites may consist of a single supercomputer or a Linux cluster. If more than one resource is operated by an organization there can be one Vsite for each resource inside one Usite. The NJS incarnates an abstract job description received in an AJO to a target system specific job. The target system tier consists of the Target System Interface (TSI), which interfaces with the underlying local resource management system.

Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) is a project funded by the European Commission's Sixth Framework Programme through Directorate F: Emerging Technologies and Infrastructures, of the Directorate-General for Information Society and Media. It connects more than 70 institutions in 27 European countries to construct a multi-science Grid infrastructure for the European Research Area. Building on recent developments in Grid Technology and earlier test-bed projects such as EU DataGrid, its main aims are:
To build a secure, reliable and robust Grid infrastructure 
To reengineer a light-weight middleware solution, gLite, specifically intended to be used by many different scientific disciplines 
To attract, engage and support a wide range of users from science and industry, and provide them with extensive technical and training support. 
[edit] Background
EGEE began in March 2004 under the name "Enabling Grids for E-science in Europe", but changed its name shortly afterwards with the addition of partners in the United States and Asia-Pacific region.
The project was launched using the pre-existing LHC Computing Grid (LCG) project as a springboard. LCG aims to provide computing resources for analysis of data coming from the forthcoming Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, Geneva. This project connects High Energy Physics computing resources form across the globe, and is required to process the predicted 15 petabytes of data the LHC will produce each year. EGEE started from this infrastructure, adding more resources from all parts of the globe and attracting users from a number of other communities to form what has become the largest multi-science Grid infrastructure in the world.
[edit] Middleware
EGEE began work using the LCG-2 middleware, provided by the LCG project (but in itself based on the middleware from EU DataGrid, EGEE’s predecessor). In parallel it produced the gLite middleware, reengineered using components from a number of sources to produce lightweight middleware that provides a full range of basic Grid services. As of September 2006, gLite is at version 3.0, and comprises some 220 packages arranged in 34 logical deployment modules.
The gLite middleware is also used by a number of groups outside of EGEE such as the EC funded DILIGENT. The French space agency CNES also has plans to deploy gLite in the future.

Alchemi is an open source software framework that allows you to painlessly aggregate the computing power of networked machines into a virtual supercomputer (desktop grid) and to develop applications to run on the grid. 
It has been designed with the primary goal of being easy to use without sacrificing power and flexibility.
Alchemi includes: 
The runtime machinery (Windows executables) to construct computational grids.
A .NET API and tools to develop .NET grid applications and grid-enable legacy applications.




Why gLite?

Globus Toolkit is the de facto standard in the 
Grid

But it is for developers
It takes a lot of time for building a Grid 
Infrastructure
Just offers the main services of Grid (not LRM and 
Broker)
Should be integrated with other Technologies like 
LRMs
Needs a lot of knowledge of its components and 
other technologies
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Why gLite?

It contains the most important technologies 
related to the Grid like Globus Toolkit
A complete Grid Middleware
Data/Computation Grid
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gLite  Middleware Services

Security
Execution Management
Information Service
Data Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two components related to data movement in the Globus Toolkit: the Globus GridFTP tools and the Globus Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. 
GridFTP is a protocol defined by Global Grid Forum Recommendation GFD.020, RFC 959, RFC 2228, RFC 2389, and a draft before the IETF FTP working group. The GridFTP protocol provides for the secure, robust, fast and efficient transfer of (especially bulk) data. 
For long transfers this may not be convenient, such as if running from your laptop. While globus-url-copy uses the robustness features of GridFTP to recover from remote failures (network outages, server failures, etc), a failure of the client or the client's host means that recovery is not possible since the information needed for recovery is held in the client's memory. What is needed to address these issues is a service interface based on web services protocols that persists the transfer state in reliable storage. We provide such a service and call it the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. RFT is a Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) compliant web service that provides “job scheduler"-like functionality for data movement. You simply provide a list of source and destination URLs (including directories or file globs) and then the service writes your job description into a database and then moves the files on your behalf. Once the service has taken your job request, interactions with it are similar to any job scheduler. Service methods are provided for querying the transfer status, or you may use standard WSRF tools (also provided in the Globus Toolkit) to subscribe for notifications of state change events. We provide the service implementation which is installed in a web services container (like all web services) and a very simple client. There are Java classes available for custom development, but due to lack of time and resources, work is still needed to make this easier. 



Users view of the Grid
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User Interface

The access point to the Grid
Keeps user accounts and user's certificates
User can be authenticated and authorized to 
use the Grid resources
It is the responsibility of the user to describe 
his jobs and their requirements, and to 
retrieve the output when the jobs are finished
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UI

Job Management
Submit jobs for execution
Cancel jobs
Retrieve the output of finished jobs
Show the status of submitted jobs
Retrieve the logging and bookkeeping information of jobs

Information
List all the resources suitable to execute a given job
Retrieve the status of different resources from the 
Information System

Data Management
Copy, replicate and delete files from the Grid
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Internet vs. Grid

Internet: Client/Server
DNS, Router
Access to Google.com

Grid: Delegation, Single Sign-on
Are not just client/server
But service-to-service on behalf of the user
Requires delegation of rights by user to service
Resource Broker
Services may be dynamically instantiated
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Delegation for dynamic distributed system
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Security: Multi-institution issues  (lcg-CA)
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Grid Security

Resources being used may be valuable & the 
problems being solved sensitive

Both users and resources need to be careful 
Dynamic formation and management of user groups

Large, dynamic, unpredictable…
Resources and users are often located in distinct 
administrative domains

Can’t assume cross-organizational trust agreements
Different mechanisms & credentials
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Virtual Organization

Virtual organizations (VOs) are groups of Grid users 
(authenticated through digital certificates)
VO Management Service (VOMS)

serves as a central repository for user authorization 
information
providing support for sorting users into a general group 
hierarchy
keeping track of their roles, etc.

VO Manager, according to VO policies and rules, 
authorizes authenticated users to become VO 
members
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Grids and VOs

Resource centers (RCs) may support one or 
more VOs, and this is how users are 
authorized to use computing, storage and 
other Grid resources
VOMS allows flexible approach to A&A on 
the Grid
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Logging to the Grid

To run programs, authenticate to Grid:
voms-proxy-init –voms VONAME
Enter PEM pass phrase: ***************

Creates a temporary, local, short-lived proxy 
credential for use by our computations
Delegation = remote creation of a (second 
level) proxy credential, which allows remote 
process to authenticate on behalf of the user
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gLite  Middleware Services

Security
Execution Management
Information Service
Data Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two components related to data movement in the Globus Toolkit: the Globus GridFTP tools and the Globus Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. 
GridFTP is a protocol defined by Global Grid Forum Recommendation GFD.020, RFC 959, RFC 2228, RFC 2389, and a draft before the IETF FTP working group. The GridFTP protocol provides for the secure, robust, fast and efficient transfer of (especially bulk) data. 
For long transfers this may not be convenient, such as if running from your laptop. While globus-url-copy uses the robustness features of GridFTP to recover from remote failures (network outages, server failures, etc), a failure of the client or the client's host means that recovery is not possible since the information needed for recovery is held in the client's memory. What is needed to address these issues is a service interface based on web services protocols that persists the transfer state in reliable storage. We provide such a service and call it the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. RFT is a Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) compliant web service that provides “job scheduler"-like functionality for data movement. You simply provide a list of source and destination URLs (including directories or file globs) and then the service writes your job description into a database and then moves the files on your behalf. Once the service has taken your job request, interactions with it are similar to any job scheduler. Service methods are provided for querying the transfer status, or you may use standard WSRF tools (also provided in the Globus Toolkit) to subscribe for notifications of state change events. We provide the service implementation which is installed in a web services container (like all web services) and a very simple client. There are Java classes available for custom development, but due to lack of time and resources, work is still needed to make this easier. 



Workload Management Service

Makes running jobs easier for the user
WMS manages jobs on users’ behalf 
(Delegation)
Accept job submissions
Matchmaking: Dispatch jobs to appropriate 
Compute Element (CE)
Balances workload
Distributed resource management

With the help of Information System
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Workload Management Service

Allow users
Manages jobs and their files
To get information about their status
To retrieve their output

When a user submits a job, JDL options are to:
Specify CE
Allow WMS to choose CE (using optional tags to define 
requirements)
Specify SE (then RB finds “nearest” appropriate CE, after 
interrogating File catalogue service)
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Logging and Bookkeeping

Who did what and when?
What is happening to my job?
Usually runs on the WMS node
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What really happens?
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WMS and job states
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Computing Element

CE: In Grid terminology, is some set of 
computing resources localized at a site (i.e. a 
cluster, a computing farm). 

Authorization
Grid Gate: which acts as a interface to the cluster; 
a Local Resource Management System (LRMS) 
(sometimes called batch system), and the cluster 
itself
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Compute Element
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Worker Node

The GG is responsible for accepting jobs and 
dispatching them for execution on the WNs via the 
LRMS
These nodes are the constituents computing nodes 
of a cluster behind a CE
This is where

The actual computations are performed
The user's software will be installed

The user doesn't work directly with the worker nodes
since all the job requests pass through the gatekeeper, 
which hides all the specific details of the worker nodes 
(their management, etc.) from the user.
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Local Resource Manager

Local Resource 
Manager

High Throughput 
Computing

High Performance 
Computing

Fork (Unix)

Condor (1986)

Platform LSF (1992)

OpenPBS
 

(1994)

PBSPro
 

(1995)

Sun Grid Engine (2000)

Torque (2005)
٢٦
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Fork(Unix)
Condor      (High Throughput Computing)
OpenPBS(Torque)
PBSPro  (High Performance..)
Sun Grid Engine
Platform LSF
High Throughput Computing (HTC) 
For many experimental scientists, scientific progress and quality of research are strongly linked to computing throughput. In other words, most scientists are concerned with how many floating point operations per month or per year they can extract from their computing environment rather than the number of such operations the environment can provide them per second or minute. Floating point operations per second (FLOPS) has been the yardstick used by most High Performance Computing (HPC) efforts to evaluate their systems. Little attention has been devoted by the computing community to environments that can deliver large amounts of processing capacity over long periods of time. We refer to such environments as High Throughput Computing (HTC) environments. 
For more than a decade, the Condor team at the Computer Sciences Department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison has been developing and evaluating mechanisms and policies that support HTC on large collections of distributively owned heterogeneous computing resources. We first introduced the distinction between High Performance Computing (HPC) and High Throughput Computing (HTC) in a seminar at the NASA Goddard Flight Center i in July of 1996 and a month later at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN). In June of 1997 HPCWire published an interview on High Throughput Computing. 
The key to HTC is effective management and exploitation of all available computing resources. Since the computing needs of most scientists can be satisfied these days by commodity CPUs and memory, high efficiency is not playing a major role in a HTC environment. The main challenge a typical HTC environment faces is how to maximize the amount of resources accessible to its customers. Distributed ownership of computing resources is the major obstacle such an environment has to overcome in order to expand the pool of resources it can draw from. Recent trends in the cost/performance ratio of computer hardware have placed the control (ownership) over powerful computing resources in the hands of individuals and small groups. These distributed owners will be willing to include their resources in a HTC environment only after they are convinced that their needs will be addressed and their rights protected. ��Multiple advanced scheduling algorithms allow powerful policy-based resource allocation 
Cluster queues 
Job and scheduler fault tolerance 
Job checkpointing 
Job arrays and job tasks 
DRMAA (Job API) 
Resource reservation 
XML status reporting (qstat and qhost), and the xml-qstat web interface 
Parallel jobs (MPI, PVM, OpenMP), and scalable parallel job startup with qrsh [3] 
Usage accounting 
accounting and reporting (ARCO) 
parallel make: distmake, dmake (Sun Studio), and SGE's own qmake 
FLEXlm integration [4] and multi-cluster software license management with LicenseJuggler 

Load Sharing Facility (or simply LSF) is a commercial computer software job scheduler sold by Platform Computing. It can be used to execute batch jobs on networked Unix and Windows systems on many different architectures.[1][2]
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Local Resource Manager Features

Queue
Various scheduling algorithms
Different scheduling and management policy
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gLite  Middleware Services

Security
Execution Management
Information Service
Data Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two components related to data movement in the Globus Toolkit: the Globus GridFTP tools and the Globus Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. 
GridFTP is a protocol defined by Global Grid Forum Recommendation GFD.020, RFC 959, RFC 2228, RFC 2389, and a draft before the IETF FTP working group. The GridFTP protocol provides for the secure, robust, fast and efficient transfer of (especially bulk) data. 
For long transfers this may not be convenient, such as if running from your laptop. While globus-url-copy uses the robustness features of GridFTP to recover from remote failures (network outages, server failures, etc), a failure of the client or the client's host means that recovery is not possible since the information needed for recovery is held in the client's memory. What is needed to address these issues is a service interface based on web services protocols that persists the transfer state in reliable storage. We provide such a service and call it the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. RFT is a Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) compliant web service that provides “job scheduler"-like functionality for data movement. You simply provide a list of source and destination URLs (including directories or file globs) and then the service writes your job description into a database and then moves the files on your behalf. Once the service has taken your job request, interactions with it are similar to any job scheduler. Service methods are provided for querying the transfer status, or you may use standard WSRF tools (also provided in the Globus Toolkit) to subscribe for notifications of state change events. We provide the service implementation which is installed in a web services container (like all web services) and a very simple client. There are Java classes available for custom development, but due to lack of time and resources, work is still needed to make this easier. 



Information System

Hierarchical Database
Lightweight Database Access Protocol: LDAP

Local Information System
Grid Information System
Receives periodic (~5 min) updates from CE, 
SE, etc.
Used by WMS (RB) node to determine 
resources to be used by a job
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Specifying CE and data
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Security
Execution Management
Information Service
Data Management
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There are two components related to data movement in the Globus Toolkit: the Globus GridFTP tools and the Globus Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. 
GridFTP is a protocol defined by Global Grid Forum Recommendation GFD.020, RFC 959, RFC 2228, RFC 2389, and a draft before the IETF FTP working group. The GridFTP protocol provides for the secure, robust, fast and efficient transfer of (especially bulk) data. 
For long transfers this may not be convenient, such as if running from your laptop. While globus-url-copy uses the robustness features of GridFTP to recover from remote failures (network outages, server failures, etc), a failure of the client or the client's host means that recovery is not possible since the information needed for recovery is held in the client's memory. What is needed to address these issues is a service interface based on web services protocols that persists the transfer state in reliable storage. We provide such a service and call it the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service. RFT is a Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) compliant web service that provides “job scheduler"-like functionality for data movement. You simply provide a list of source and destination URLs (including directories or file globs) and then the service writes your job description into a database and then moves the files on your behalf. Once the service has taken your job request, interactions with it are similar to any job scheduler. Service methods are provided for querying the transfer status, or you may use standard WSRF tools (also provided in the Globus Toolkit) to subscribe for notifications of state change events. We provide the service implementation which is installed in a web services container (like all web services) and a very simple client. There are Java classes available for custom development, but due to lack of time and resources, work is still needed to make this easier. 



Storage Element

Uniform access to data storage
Storage elements hold files: write once, read 
many
Replica files can be held on different SE:

“close” to CE
share load on SE

File Catalogue - what replicas exist for a file 
and where are they?
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Storage Element

These nodes provide uniform access to data 
storage.
The storage element may control mass 
storage systems such as large disk arrays 
but they are presented to the user as a 
unique storage space.
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SE
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Job types

Job Collections
Type = "Collection";

DAG jobs (Direct Acyclic Graphs)
Type = “Dag";

Parametric jobs
JobType = "Parametric";

Interactive Jobs
JobType = "Interactive”;

MPI Jobs (Message Passing Interface)
JobType = ”MPICH”;
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JDL-file attributes

Type: “Job” for sequential jobs
Executable: sets the name of the executable file
Arguments: command line arguments of the program
StdOutput, StdError: files for storing the standard output and 
error messages output
InputSandbox: set of input files needed by the program, 
including the executable
OutputSandbox: set of output files which will be written during 
the execution, including standard output and standard error; 
these are sent from the CE to the WMS for you to retrieve
ShallowRetryCount: in case of grid error, retry job this many 
times (“Shallow”: before job is running)
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In sum up

Grid structure is complicated but hidden from 
end-users, enabling all the comfort they need
Users just need to obtain certificates and join 
the VO
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Thanks

?
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